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• MINIMAL APPLICATIONOFBIASVOLTAGETODEVICE I
• SIMULTANEOUSMEASUREMENTOFREF.CELLANDDEVICE
• ACQUIRETRUEDEVICEI-V CURVESHAPE
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MeasurementSystemRequirements(Cont'd)
,= • LIGHTSOURCE
• HIGH STABILITYOF INTENSITYLEVEL
• LONG-TERMSTABILITYOFSPECTRALIRRADIANCEDISTRIBUTION
• CLOSEMATCHOFSPECTRALIRRADIANCEDISTRIBUTIONTOTHEDESIRED



















• ADJUSTABLEREVERSEBIAS FORTRUEI SCMEASUREMENT t
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,_ MODULE AND RELIABILITY TECHNOLOGY
FSA Block V JPL LAPSS System Capabilities (Cont'd)
• LIGHTSOURCE
:.[ • LAPSS INTENSITYSTABLETO _.5_,WITHOUTCORRECTION
• INSIGNIFICANTCHANGE INLAPSS SPECTRALIRRADIANCEDISTR,BUTION
i THROUGHOUTLAMPLIFETIME
• NON-UNIFORMITYOFIRRADIANCEIS_± 1%OVERA4 x 6 FTTEST
PLANEAREA
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Improvements in the LAPSS System




















• MOST(z-SILICONI-V CURVESHOWA2 TO5%SOFTENINGOFKNEEATP'AX_v,
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_: International Comparison of Measurements
of Amorphous-Silicon Reference Cell
4,
_tt''
t, CELL NO. MEASUREMENT= (RATIO FROM AVERAGE
1 1.022 1.018 1.005 0.992 1.005 0.983 0.975
r
'_ 2 1.039 1.018 1,009 0.996 0.970 0.983 0.983
3 1.027 1.019 1..011 0.994 0.994 0.977 0.977
;o
• - =st
AVERAGE 1.029 1.018 1.008 0.994 0.990 0.981 0.978
Temperature Coefficients of Amorphous-Silicon Modules
(17 to 32°C)
I COEFF E COEFF K COEFF P COEFF
MODULE TYPE (#A/cm2/°C) (#V/CELL/°C) (m_/cm2/°C) (%/°C)
ARCO GENESIS 100 5.5 -2672 -186 -0.15 ,
SOVONICS TANDEM 8.2 -5216 -637 0
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' Spectral Mismatch Parameters of Hypothetical Amorphous-Silicon Devices
Versus JPL Pseudo Amorphous-Silicon Reference Cell





CELL UV IR MISMATCH
i_(_ 1 340 nm "to 680 nm 0.9991
2 360 nm TO 680 nin 0.9993
3 380 nm TO 680 nm 0.9998
4 380 nm TO 700 nm 0.9992
5 380nm TO 720nm 0.9988
Conclusions and Recommendations
e THEVARIANCEAMONGPARTICIPANTSIN INTERNATIONALCALlBRATIONCOMPARISON
NEEDSTOBEINVESTIGATED
• PRIMARYGLOBALCALIBRATIONOFREFERENCECELLSIS NEEDED
• SINGLE-POINTLOADTESTALWAYSREQUIREDFORFINDINGTRUEPMAX
• MULTIPLE-FLASHWITHSEGMENTEDI-V DATAMAYBEDESIRABLE
• MORERELIABLEPROBECONTACTINGMETHbDFORa-SILICONCOUPONSORUSEONLY
DIRECTLYBONDED/SOLDEREDCONNECTIONS
• THEPRESENTJPLLAPSSSYSTEMAPPEARSTOBETHEMOSTDESIRABLESYSTEMFOR
OBTAININGACCURATEMEASUREMENTSONa-SILICONMODULESOFALLSIZES
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